
Technical data

The Vinidor range

GrandCru multi-temperature wine cabinets

Vinothek multi-temperature wine cabinets

GrandCru wine storage cabinets

GrandCru wine storage cabinets

* Maximum Bordeaux bottle capacity (0.75l), depending on bottle shape and size          ** at +20°C ambient temperature and + 12°C internal temperature on average
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Liebherr Coolectric LTD, Interchange Point, Renny Park Road, Newport Pagnell, Bucks, MK16 0HA
National Salesline 08444 122655 National Free Fax 0800 197 6591

Email sales@coolectric.co.uk Web www.liebherr.com

Wine
Special 2008

Design, Quality & Innovation

Appliance type Colour Exterior Interior Gross max. Temperature Energy Gross Net Connection Climate
dimensions dimensions Capacity Bordeaux zones consump- weight weight rating rating
in cm (h/w/d) in cm (h/w/d) in litres bottles tion kWh/ in kg in kg Ampere

0.75 l * 24h **

WTes 4677 
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WT 4677
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WTes 1753 
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WTUes 1653 
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WTEes 2053
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WTI 2050 
door-on-door system
and interior light

Stainless
steel

Tinto

Stainless
steel

Stainless
steel

Stainless
steel

Stainless
steel

WK 4677
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WKes 4177
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WKUes 1753
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

Tinto

Stainless
steel

Stainless
steel

WK 5700

WK 4127
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WK 4126

WK 2927
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WK 2926

WK 1802
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

Tinto

Tinto

Tinto

Tinto

Tinto

Tinto

WTes 4177 
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WT 4177
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

Stainless
steel

Tinto

WT 4127 
with tinted glazed door
and interior light

WT 4126

Tinto

Tinto

185.5/66/67.1 160.1/53.3/48.9 422 143 3 0.9 121 114 2.0 A SN-ST

185.5/66/67.1 160.1/53.3/48.9 422 143 3 0.9 124 118 2.0 A SN-ST

85/59.7/58.6 68.1/51/42 136 40 2 0.6 60 57 0.9 A SN-ST

82-87/60/min. 58 64.1/51/42 127 38 2 0.6 56 53 0.9 A SN-ST

122.1-122.5/
56-57/min. 55 110.5/45.5/40.6 195 64 2 0.4 69.6 66,1 0.8 A SN-ST

122-123.6/
56-57/min. 55 110.5/45.5/40.1 195 64 2 0.3 49.6 46,6 0.8 A SN-T

185.5/66/67.1 161.5/51.3/48.9 462 187 1 0.6 97 91 1.2 A SN-ST

165.8/66/67.1 142/51.3/48.9 403 162 1 0.5 86 81 1.2 A SN-ST

82-87/60/min. 58 64/51/43.5 144 59 1 0.5 53 50 1.0 A SN-ST

170.8/75/71 151.5/62.8/54.2 560 231 1 0.7 84 79 1.5 A SN-T

165.8/66/67.1 142/51.3/48.9 403 162 1 0.5 90 85 1.2 A SN-ST

164.4/66/67.1 146.5/51.3/48.9 395 168 1 0.4 69 63 1.0 A SN-T

126.4/66/67.1 102.5/51.3/48.9 285 115 1 0.5 73 69 1.2 A SN-ST

125/66/67.1 107/51.3/48.9 281 119 1 0.4 56 53 1.0 A SN-T

88.9/60/60.5 73.5/51.3/44.1 174 68 1 0.8 48 45 1.0 A N-ST

165.8/66/67.1 142/51.3/48.9 409 173 6 0.7 86 81 1.2 A SN-ST

165.8/66/67.1 142/51.3/48.9 409 173 6 0.7 89 83 1.2 A SN-ST

165.8/66/67.1 142/51.3/48.9 409 173 6 0.7 91 85 1.2 A SN-ST

164.4/66/67.1 146.5/51.3/48.9 401 182 6 0.6 70 64 1.0 A SN-ST
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Savour wine at its best
No matter whether we’re talking about wine production, storage or tasting,
the right temperature is crucial. It’s a vital factor. Not only for growing the
grapes, for producing, maturing and storing the wine but, first and foremost,
for the flavour. The temperature at which a wine is served is essential for
savouring the flavour at its very best.
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5°C

18°C

5 – 20 °C

5 – 20 °C

5 – 20 °C

5 – 20 °C

Wine storage cabinets are the ideal choice for storing a larger wine collection
over the long-term. Additionally, these appliances are perfectly suited for
keeping larger quantities at drinking temperature. The temperature selected
is maintained at a uniform, constant level throughout the interior of these
wine storage cabinets.

The wine storage cabinets

Multi-temperature wine cabinets are especially suited for storing different
types of wine at their respective drinking temperatures. These appliances
incorporate a special climate control system that can layer the temperatures.
In the upper zone, for example, red wine can be kept at 18 °C while the
lower zone, set at an ambient temperature of 5 °C, will be particularly suitable
for sparkling wine or champagne.

The multi-temperature wine cabinets

The Vinidor range

The Vinidor range combines all the advantages of wine storage cabinets
and multi-temperature wine cabinets in one appliance. This range offers
two or three wine compartments in which the temperature can be individually
set to exactly the degree required. This means that, for instance in the WT
4677, red wine, white wine and champagne can be kept at their individual
ideal serving temperatures in the same appliance. These cabinets also pro-
vide the facility to set the ideal temperature for storing large quantities of
wine over the longer term. The wine compartments vary in size to accommo-
date any personal selection and variety of wines.

The perfect range for wine connoisseurs
It is only under ideal conditions that a good wine can
develop into a really excellent vintage and guarantee
maintaining its long-term value. For this, the technically
advanced wine storage cabinets and multi-temperature
wine cabinets from Liebherr are the perfect solution.
Incorporating the latest climate technology, they provide
precisely the right conditions for wines to mature in

peace and reach their peak of flavour. Including a 
state-of-the-art electronic control system, unique 
compressors and a host of thoughtfully designed features,
such as the activated charcoal filter and the special glass
doors for essential UV protection, these appliances are
specifically tailored for storing your wine in the optimum
conditions.
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The production of a really good wine depends on many
different factors: the quality of the grapes, the soil, how it
is processed, and the correct storage. Essentially, a good
wine can only mature fully if all the conditions are right.
Constant temperatures and the right humidity are extremely

important for optimum storage and for savouring wine at
its best. Our wine storage cabinets are ideal for storing
your wines for long periods of time to allow them to
mature to absolute perfection.

Superb conditions for fine wines

Ideal Temperature
Exact maintenance of the required temperature
is necessary for the wine to mature to its best.
Depending on type of wine and wine region, the
ideal temperature range for long-term storage is
between 8 °C and 12 °C. Depending on your
requirements, wines can be stored either long-term
or at drinking temperature in the appliances of
the Vinidor range. The temperature ranges are
freely adjustable from 5 °C to 20 °C.

Ideal humidity
Air humidity is a very important aspect in the
correct storage of wine. Corks remain pliant and
are kept from drying out only at the right humidity
of 50 % to 80 %. To keep the cork as moist as
possible from inside, wine bottles should always
be stored on their side. With 50 % to 80 %
humidity the wine cabinets from Liebherr 
guarantee ideal storage conditions.

Optimum air quality
Unwelcome odours in the air can have a negative
effect on wines when they are stored for long
periods. For that reason, kitchens, pantries,
garages or laundry rooms are not suitable for
the long-term storage of wine. The wine storage
cabinets from Liebherr have an activated charcoal
filter, which can be easily changed, that purifies
the incoming fresh air to obtain the optimum
odour-free quality. Each individual wine 
compartment in the Vinidor appliances range
has an activated charcoal filter of its own.

Maturing in peace
Peace and quiet are necessary for wines that
are to be stored for long periods. Even minor
vibrations can have a negative effect as they can
stir up the fine components of the sediment.
Specially developed compressors installed in the
wine cabinets from Liebherr ensure that the
wines are stored in a particularly low vibration
environment.

Optimum positioning
The hand-made shelves in untreated wood are
ideal for storing Bordeaux bottles safely. Storing
the bottles in opposite directions on the pull-out
shelves permits full use of the capacity. The two
built-in appliances WTI 2050 and WTEes 2053
come with half-folding wooden shelves for 
presenting wines or storing open bottles. The
Vinidor range features secure wooden pull-out
shelves providing a good overview and 
convenient access to the bottles.

Guaranteed UV protection
The green or brown glass of the bottle does not
shield the wine sufficiently from damaging light.
Therefore, rooms used to store wine not in boxes
or cartons should be darkened. The tinted safety
glass in the Liebherr wine cabinets guarantees
the essential UV protection for your fine wines.
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The path to complete wine pleasure

The responsibility for the quality of the wine
does not stop with the wine storage. As a wine
consumer you too will want to handle your wine
carefully; especially if you want to provide the
full benefit to both yourself and your guests.
You need to know how to properly store your
wine and how it is to be correctly served. For
example, it is worthwhile, to decant strong red
wines into a carafe before serving; particularly
if they are to be enjoyed while they are young.
The contact area of the wine with air is greater
in the carafe than in the bottle. Therefore, the
wine "saturates" with oxygen so that it is 
positively changed and any possible sullying of
the aroma rapidly disappears. Older red wines

are decanted in order to separate the sediment
that has settled at the bottom of the bottle from
the rest of the wine. A lighted candle placed
under the bottle neck helps reveal this sediment.
Most important, however, is to ensure that
your wine is at the right serving temperature.
White wines are best enjoyed when they are
cold. And room temperature as a measure for
a red wine is long since passé. Even heavy
wines should not be served at temperatures of
more than 20°C; a temperature of 18°C is
even better. Only then will the flavour and refine-
ment show to their very best.

Innovative, exclusive
and versatile:
The Vinidor range
Depending on model size, the technically advanced 
appliances in the Vinidor range have two or three wine
compartments allowing independent temperature settings.
The appliances can be set in the temperature range of 
5 °C and 20 °C to exactly the degree required in each
compartments.

All the Vinidor appliances feature an innovative LED lighting concept. There
is LED lighting in each temperature zone, integrated in the ceiling and in
the insulation plates. This advanced technology ensures uniform illumination
of the complete interior. Since any heat generated by the LEDs is minimal,
wines can be presented, bathed in light, for a longer time period. The 
WTes 1753 and WTUes 1653 represent an innovative solution for your storage
requirements. For example, the control unit is incorporated into the insulation
plate. The zones above and beneath this plate can be set independently of
each other to two different temperatures ranging from 5 ºC to 20 ºC. Red
or white wine, can be stored together or separately, as you choose, at ideal
drinking temperatures in this appliance.
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In the WTes 1753 and WTUes 1653 Vinidor
appliances, the electronic control system is
integrated in the insulation plate. The zones
above an beneath this plate can be set 
independently of each other to two different
temperatures ranging between 5 ºC and 20 ºC.
This has the advatange that red and white 
wine, can be stored together or separately, as 
you choose, at ideal drinking temperature in 
this appliance.

The Vinidor range features secure wooden 
pull-out shelves providing a good overview and 
convenient access to the bottles. The handmade
shelves crafted from untreated wood are ideal
for storing bottles of Bordeaux safely. Storing 
the bottles in opposite directions on the pull-out
shelves permits full use of the capacity.

The two built-in appliances WTI 2050 and
WTEes 2053 come with half-folding wooden
shelves for presenting wines or storing open
bottles.The new clip-on labelling system provides
a quick and clear overview of your wine store.
The labelled card can be easily inserted into the
flexible attachable clips.

All the Vinidor appliances feature an innovative
LED lighting concept. There is LED lighting in
each temperature zone, integrated in the ceiling
and in the insulation plates. This advanced 
technology ensures uniform illumination throughout
the interior. Since any heat generated by the
LEDs is minimal, wines can be presented,
bathed in light, for a longer time period. The
wine storage cabinets from Liebherr have an
activated charcoal filter, which can be easily
changed, that purifies the incoming fresh air to
obtain the optimum odour-free quality. Each
wine compartment in the Vinidor appliances
range has an activated charcoal filter of its own.

Multi-temperature wine cabinets and wine storage cabinets
not only offer the compelling benefit of innovative climate
technology, engineered specifically for storing wines, but

also bring together premium quality equipment with a
classical, elegant design.

Attractive and convenient
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Built-in appliance Under-worktop

appliance

WTUes 1653
Vinidor

127 litre

38

82-87/60/min. 58

220 kWh

Stainless steel/glazed door

2

+5°C to +20°C

3

•

WTes 1753
Vinidor

136 litre

40

85/59.7/58.6

220 kWh

Stainless steel/glazed door

2

+5°C to +20°C

4

–

Built-in applianceWTI 2050
Vinidor

195 litre

64

122-123.6/56-57/min. 55

125 kWh

Stainless steel/full-panel door

2

+5°C to +20°C

4

– 

WTEes 2053
Vinidor

195 litre

64

122.1-122.5/56-57/min. 55

150 kWh

Stainless steel/glazed door

2

+5°C to +20°C

4

–

WT 4677
Vinidor

422 litre

143

185.5/66/67.1

332 kWh

Tinto/glazed door

3

+5°C to +20°C

10

•

WTes 4677
Vinidor

422 litre

143

185.5/66/67.1

332 kWh

Stainless steel/glazed door

3

+5°C to +20°C

10

•

The Vinidor-Range

Gross capacity

0.75 litre bottles, up to

Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d)

Energy consumption (in 365 days)

Housing / door

Temperature zones

Adjustable temperature range

Pull-out wooden shelves

Lockable door

WTUes 1653 and WTes 1753 Vinidor
· 2 temperature zones, each adjustable

between 5°C and 20°C
· Tinted glazed door with high-quality

stainless steel frame
· Stainless steel handle

WTEes 2053 and WTI 2050 Vinidor
· 2 temperature zones, each adjustable

between 5°C and 20°C
· 2 folding wooden pull-out shelves for

presentation or for storing open bottles
· SoftSystem

Vinidor range
· Ideal climate conditions in each compartment

thanks to forced air cooling and fresh air
supply via activated charcoal filter

· Electronic control in the insulation panels
· Door and temperature alarm
· Digital temperature display which

can be read from the outside
· Child Lock function
· Variable humidity control

· Dimmable LED interior light with separate switch
· Pull-out wooden shelves on telescopic rails
· Vibration-free compressors
· Reversible doors 

WT(es) 4677 Vinidor
· 3 temperature zones, each separately adjustable

between 5°C and 20°C
· Elegant slimline handle in the colour of the

housing with integrated opening mechanism
· Front in high-quality SwingLine design
· Tinted glazed door
· Frame of glass door in the colour 

of the housing

The Vinidor rangeThe Vinidor range
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Serving sparkling wine

Connoisseurs go for magnum

Large wine bottles have an almost irrepressible
fascination for connoisseurs of wine. The
distinction between large and small bottles is
most striking when it comes to sparkling wines.
They mature better in magnum bottles primarily

because the the ratio of oxygen to wine is
lower and therefore the wine matures at a slower
pace.This is essentially the reason why sparkling
wine from large bottles is usually much more
sprightly and fresh on the palate.

Sparkling wines are more than just an aperitif,
or a drink to pique the taste buds before a
festive dinner. They are a great accompaniment
to a host of dishes. They go very well 
with seafood, poularde in a creamy sauce,
mushroom dishes or even with a mature cheese.
The simpler, fruity sparkling wines are ideal 
appetisers when chilled well to temperatures
between 5 °C and 8 °C. Then their refreshing
acidity comes out best. The following rule of

thumb for sparkling wines applies: the warmer
the outside temperature, the cooler the serving
temperature of the wine. The wine warms
quickly in the glass and so it should be colder
right from the start. On the other hand, vintage
sparkling wines are more complex in character
and need a higher temperature of between 9 °C
and 12 °C to develop to their full bouquet.

GrandCru
multi-temperature
wine cabinets
The temperatures can be set differently for the upper
zone and lower zone in the multi-temperature wine cabinets
of the GrandCru range. Innovative climate technology is
employed to create temperature layers, so that red or
white wines, and even champagne, can be stored at perfect
drinking temperatures. 

Up to 182 bottles can be stored at serving temperature in these models.
The wooden shelves are height-adjustable to accommodate the individual
wine selections. The upper and lower temperature range is displayed digitally
in the electronic control unit in the multi-temperature wine cabinets of the
GrandCru range.
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The tinted glazed door with the high quality
sheet steel frame, in the colour of the housing,
creates a distinctly attractive ambience for fine
wines.

The glazed door and the interior lighting, which
can be separately switched on, enhance the
ease and elegance with which connoisseurs can
present their wines. The distinctive tinted glass
of the door filters harmful ultraviolet rays to
ensure that light does not detract from the
maturation of the wine.

In the multi-temperature wine cabinets of the
GrandCru and Vinothek ranges, the temperatures
can be individually set for the upper and lower
zones. Clever climate technology is deployed to
create temperature specific layers, so that wines
from red to white, and all the way to champagne,
can be kept in storage at the correct drinking
temperature. The shelves are height-adjustable
to accommodate any variety of wine selection.

The hand-crafted shelves in untreated wood are
ideal for storing Bordeaux bottles safely. Storing
the bottles in opposite directions on the height-
adjustable wooden shelves permits full use of
the capacity.

Fine wines only develop their full flavour and aroma
when they are at the ideal drinking temperature. In a
multi-temperature wine cabinet from Liebherr you can

bring your wines to the ideal drinking temperature, slowly,
safely and evenly.

GrandCru superior features
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WT 4127
Vinothek

409 litre

173

165.8/66/67.1

273 kWh

Tinto/glazed door

6

+5°C to +18°C

5

option

Vinothek
multi-temperature range

Gross capacity

0.75 litre bottles, up to

Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d)

Energy consumption (in 365 days)

Housing / door

Temperature zones

Temperature range

Wooden shelves

Lockable door

WT 4126
Vinothek

401 litre

182

164.4/66/67.1

204 kWh

Tinto/full-panel door

6

+5°C to +18°C

5

option

WT 4177
GrandCru

409 litre

173

165.8/66/67.1

273 kWh

Tinto/glazed door

6

+5°C to +18°C

5

•

WTes 4177
GrandCru

409 litre

173

165.8/66/67.1

273 kWh

stainless steel/glazed door

6

+5°C to +18°C

5

•

GrandCru
multi-temperature range

Gross capacity

0.75 litre bottles, up to

Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d)

Energy consumption (in 365 days)

Housing / door

Temperature zones

Temperature range

Wooden shelves

Lockable door

Vinothek multi-temperature wine cabinets

Vinothek multi-temperature
wine cabinets
· Temperature range 

from 5°C (bottom) to 18°C (top)
· Mechanical control system
· Door and temperature alarm
· Child Lock function
· Fresh air supply via activated charcoal filter
· Lava stone humidifying equipment
· Interior light in WT 4127
· Height-adjustable wooden shelves

· Front in high-quality SwingLine design
· Vibration-free compressors
· Reversible doors
· Lock available for subsequent fitting

GrandCru multi-temperature wine cabinets

GrandCru multi-temperature
wine cabinets
· Temperature range 

from 5°C (bottom) to 18°C (top)
· Electronic control system with 2 adjustable

temperature ranges
· Door and temperature alarm
· Digital temperature display which

can be read from the outside
· Child Lock function
· Fresh air supply via activated charcoal filter
· Lava stone humidifying equipment

· Interior light, with separate switch in
appliances with glazed door

· Height-adjustable wooden shelves
· Front in high-quality SwingLine design
· Elegant slimline handle in the colour of the

housing with integrated opening mechanism
· Vibration-free compressors
· Reversible doors
· Lockable door
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Why are grape varieties blended?

Many people still see the blending of various
types of grapes as an underhand practice or
even as adulterating a wine. But this is not the
case at all. Blending has a long tradition,
particularly in France, where it is referred to as
"assemblage". There are several reasons for
blending. Firstly, if wine were made from 
certain single varieties of grapes it might 
be one-dimensional, bland and possibly 
undrinkable. Blending is carried out to obtain 
a consistent quality and a harmonious,
appealing wine.
Bordeaux wines are a good example of
"assembly". For red Bordeaux, the Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet Franc 

varieties are mainly used. The Cabernet
Sauvignon has a very pronounced tannin
aroma and would probably be too strong to
most people if it were used as a single grape
variety. That is why the Cabernet is blended
with the softer Merlot that has less tannin 
character. In this way the strong tannin 
structure of the Cabernet is toned down a 
little and the wine reaches maturity earlier. The
Cabernet Franc gives the blend a perfect
colour and a delicate spiciness. The individual
components of the grape varieties form a 
unique whole that is achieved only when 
married together by blending.

Wine storage
cabinets of the
GrandCru range
Wine storage cabinets can be set to exactly the 
temperature required within the range of 5 °C to 20 °C.
This ensures that the selected temperature is maintained
constantly and uniformly throughout the interior. Our
wine storage cabinets are ideal for storing wines for long
periods of time to allow them to mature to perfection.
Depending on what temperature the appliances are set
to, they can also be used for keeping white wine or red
wine at exactly the right temperature for serving. 

The 66 cm-wide models of the GrandCru series can be
set to temperatures between 5 °C and 20 °C. All the wine
storage cabinets are also available with a tinted glazed
door for stylish presentation.
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Wine storage
cabinets of the
Vinothek range

Liebherr's large range of wine storage cabinets caters for
a wide spectrum of storage requirements. In addition to
the appliances in the GrandCru range, the wine storage
cabinets also come in the Vinothek line.

The permanent supply of fresh air through activated
charcoal filters and re-circulated air cooling both ensure
a consistently high air quality in these appliances to help
the wines progress safely to maturity. Specially developed
compressors ensure that the wines are stored undisturbed
in peace and quiet.
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Liebherr wine storage cabinets come in a full
range of capacities. 60 and 75 cm width in the
Vinothek range and in 66 cm wide the especially
energy efficient GrandCru range. Up to 231
Bordeaux bottles can be stored in these 
exceptional wine storage cabinets from Liebherr.

The new lever handle in the GrandCru range is 
ergonomically adapted to the respective door
height. This practical door handle, with integrated
opening mechanism, allows the door of the
appliance to be opened conveniently with a
minimum of effort.

The wine storage cabinets of the GrandCru
range are equipped with an accurate electronic
control system with digital temperature display.
With this control system the temperatures can
be set to the degree required in the range of 
5 °C to 20 °C. The Vinothek range can be set
between 5 °C and 20 °C using a rotary control
button. The current temperature of the interior is
digitally displayed.

The bottle shelves, made of untreated wood 
are variably height-adjustable to provide an 
optimum overview and a clear storage layout.
The bottles can be stored in opposite directions
to make full use of the capacity. The wooden
shelves are designed to safely hold Bordeaux
bottles.

The wine storage cabinets of the GrandCru range feature
distinctive equipment and offer top operating efficiency.
The 66 cm-wide appliances with their electronic control
system and super insulation are especially economical to

operate. The attractive wooden shelves and the elegant
SwingDesign door make these appliances the first choice
for the highest standards.

Features of the wine storage cabinets
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GrandCru
wine storage cabinet

Gross capacity

0.75 litre bottles, up to

Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d)

Energy consumption (in 365 days)

Housing / door

Temperature zones

Temperature range

Wooden shelves

Lockable door

WK 4677
GrandCru

462 litre

187

185.5/66/67.1

204 kWh

Tinto/glazed door

1

+5°C to +20°C

6

•

GrandCru
wine storage cabinet

Gross capacity

0.75 litre bottles, up to

Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d)

Energy consumption (in 365 days)

Housing / door

Temperature zones

Temperature range

Wooden shelves

Lockable door

GrandCru wine storage cabinet

Electronic control system
The wine storage cabinets of the GrandCru range are
equipped with an accurate electronic control system
with digital temperature display. With this control
system the temperatures can be set to the degree
required in the range of 5 °C to 20 °C. The Vinothek
range can be set between 5 °C and 20 °C using a
rotary control button. The current temperature of the
interior can be read from the outside.

· Fresh air supply via activated charcoal filter
· Interior light, with separate switch in appliances

with glazed door
· Height-adjustable wooden shelves
· High-quality SwingLine design
· Elegant slimline handle in the colour 

of the housing with integrated opening mechanism
· Vibration-free compressors
· Reversible doors
· Lockable door

GrandCru wine storage cabinets
· Ideal climate conditions thanks to forced 

air cooling and fresh air supply 
via activated charcoal filter

· Adjustable temperature range 
between 5°C and 20°C

· Electronic control
· Door and temperature alarm
· Digital temperature display 

which can be read from the outside
· Child Lock function

GrandCru wine storage cabinet

WKes 4177
GrandCru

403 litre

162

165.8/66/67.1

178 kWh

Stainless steel/glazed door

1

+5°C to +20°C

5

•
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WKUes 1753
GrandCru

144 litre

59

82-87/60/min. 58

182 kWh

Stainless steel/glazed door

1

+5°C to +20°C

3

•

•

GrandCru
wine storage cabinet

Gross capacity

0.75 litre bottles, up to

Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d)

Energy consumption (in 365 days)

Housing / door

Temperature zones

Temperature range

Pull-out bottle racks

Interior light

Lockable door

WK 5700
Vinothek

560 litre

231

170.8/75/71

255 kWh

Tinto/full-panel door

1

+5°C to +20°C

–

6

–

•

Vinothek
wine storage cabinets

Gross capacity

0.75 litre bottles, up to

Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d)

Energy consumption (in 365 days)

Housing / door

Temperature zones

Temperature range

Wooden shelves

Bottle shelves

Interior light

Lockable door

WK 4127
Vinothek

403 litre

162

165.8/66/67.1

178 kWh

Tinto/glazed door

1

+5°C to +20°C

5

–

•

option

WK 4126
Vinothek

395 litre

168

164.4/66/67.1

160 kWh

Tinto/glazed door

1

+5°C to +20°C

5

–

–

option

Vinothek wine storage cabinets
· Ideal climate conditions thanks 

to forced air cooling and fresh air supply 
via activated charcoal filter

· Mechanical control
· Interior light in WK 4127, with separate switch
· Analogue temperature display 

which can be read from the outside
· Fresh air supply via activated charcoal filter
· Height-adjustable wooden shelves

· Height-adjustable bottle shelves in WK 5700
· Vibration-free compressors
· Reversible doors
· Lockable door in WK 5700

Vinothek wine storage cabinets

GrandCru wine storage cabinet
· Ideal climate conditions thanks to forced 

air cooling and fresh air supply 
via activated charcoal filter

· Temperature range settable 
between 5°C and 20°C

· Electronic control
· Door and temperature alarm
· Digital temperature display which

can be read from the outside

· Child Lock function
· Fresh air supply via activated charcoal filter
· Interior light, with separate switch in appliances

with glazed door
· Pull-out bottle racks
· High-quality SwingLine design
· Elegant slimline handle in the colour 

of the housing with integrated 
opening mechanism

· Vibration-free compressors
· Reversible doors

GrandCru wine storage cabinet



30 3131

WK 1802
Vinothek

174 litre

68

88.9/60/60.5

292 kWh

Tinto/glazed door

1

+5°C to +20°C

3

•

•

WK 2927
Vinothek

285 litre

115

126.4/66/67.1

171 kWh

Tinto/glazed door

1

+5°C to +20°C

3

•

option

Vinothek
wine storage cabinets

Gross capacity

0.75 litre bottles, up to

Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d)

Energy consumption (in 365 days)

Housing / door

Temperature zones

Temperature range

Wooden shelves

Interior light

Lockable door

WK 2926
Vinothek

281 litre

119

125/66/67.1

153 kWh

Tinto/full-panel door

1

+5°C to +20°C

3

–

option

Vinothek
wine storage cabinet

Gross capacity

0.75 litre bottles, up to

Exterior dimensions in cm (h/w/d)

Energy consumption (in 365 days)

Housing / door

Temperature zones

Temperature range

Bottle shelves

Interior light

Lockable door

Ideal humidity
With 50% – 80% humidity, Liebherr's wine storage
cabinets guarantee the perfect conditions needed for
keeping the corks supple and allowing wine to breathe
during the maturing process. The fresh air supplied
through the easily replaceable activated charcoal
filter and the recirculated air cooling system ensure
optimal air quality - this is crucially important for the
maturing process and preservation of the wines.

Vinothek wine storage cabinets
· Ideal climate conditions thanks to forced 

air cooling and fresh air supply via 
activated charcoal filter

· Mechanical control
· Analogue temperature display 

which can be read from the outside
· Interior light in WK 2927, with separate switch
· Fresh air supply via activated charcoal filter
· Height-adjustable wooden shelves

· Vibration-free compressors
· Reversible doors

Vinothek wine storage cabinetVinothek wine storage cabinets


